Full Stack Developer (Intern)
6 months / €1700 per month / Remote or Zurich

About us
- CareerLunch AG is a spin-off from ETH Zurich and the University of St. Gallen in the field of HR-tech.
- Our vision is to make people happy in their career by helping them identify the employer, team, and colleagues that suit them best.
- Our platform careerlunch.com sets up informal meetings between talents and employers, so they can get to know each other authentically.
- Our solution is already used by some of the most known companies in the world, such as Microsoft, Accenture, and Deloitte.

Your Role
- You will build the software that top international companies use for hiring.
- You will work in our small but growing team alongside our CTO.

Your profile
- Experience in building full-stack web apps touching both server and client sides using TypeScript, modern React (functional components and hooks), GraphQL, Relay.
- Solid knowledge of modern async JavaScript (ES6+) in browser and node.js environments.
- Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, a related technical field, or equivalent practical experience.

Perks
- Possibility to stay in the team after the internship with competitive salary and stock options.
- Possibility to work remotely.

Join us
Meet our tech team for a CareerLunch on:
https://www.careerlunch.com/companies/careerlunch-ch